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Abstract

To create more awareness of the nation, religion, The Royal Family, parents and teachers. Today very little is being done in raising the awareness of the subject conscious gratitude. This research designed by using modules and developed in modeling, material&texturing, animation, light&camera, rendering and composition. 5 reasons including national (standing for respect of the flag, the merits presented Sangkhathan the earth), religion (prayers, alms, of merit presented Sangkhathan to Religion) King (King portrait respect, merit for the King), parents (of the monks, offering merit Sangkhathan parents), teacher (teach obedience, merit the teacher) made by the animation. This tested by the audit Committee of the accuracy of the work which teaches the steps to be taken in performing the 5 reasons grateful appreciation to random 32 persons from khun chant tay village at patalung province in the south of Thailand. The results were they appreciated the doing reality.
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